This paper provides a literature review of the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) as applied in persuasion. Specifically, the paper addresses distraction with regard to effects on persuasion. In addition, the application of proxemic violations as peripheral cues in message processing is discussed. Finally, the paper proposes to shed new light on the subject and inspire future efforts in distraction, elaboration likelihood, and nonverbal research on the basis that the ELM promises to be a newer and crisper explanation of several aspects of distraction and persuasion.
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Abstract

This paper provides a literature review of the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) as applied in persuasion. Specifically, distraction is addressed with regard to effects on persuasion. In addition, the application of proxemic violations as peripheral cues in message processing is discussed. Finally, this paper hopes to shed new light and inspire future efforts in distraction, elaboration likelihood and nonverbal research.
Throughout the later half of the twentieth century, communication and psychology scholars have been interested in the persuasion process. There have been, however, many contradictions in persuasion research. This paper has several purposes: 1) to illustrate the current dilemma faced in the distraction and persuasion literature; 2) to illustrate the effect of proxemic violations acting as distractions; 3) to explain the application of the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) in distraction research; 4) to argue for the application of proxemic violations as peripheral cues in message processing; and 5) to shed new light on distraction, elaboration likelihood, and nonverbal research.

CURRENT DILEMMA IN DISTRACTION RESEARCH

History of Distraction Research

The authors of the distraction hypothesis state that if a distraction is present when a person is exposed to a persuasive message, then he or she will focus more on the distraction than on the message. The distraction interferes with the subject's subvocal argument against the message. Most studies present a counterattitudinal message, the receiver sub-vocally opposes the message at a conscious or sub-conscious level, the distraction
interferes with counterargument development, and the receiver builds less information countering the message.

One major problem with distraction research is that researchers cannot agree about the effect of thought disruption upon message acceptance.

Festinger and Maccoby (1964) conducted one of the first studies about the effect of distraction upon persuasion. The experimenters delivered an anti-fraternity message to fraternity members. The control group viewed an anti-fraternity film. On the other hand, the manipulated group viewed an irrelevant film about an award-winning painter while only listening to the anti-fraternity message. The manipulated group was distracted since they were unable to watch the anti-fraternity film but only listened to it. Because they could not generate as many counterarguments, subjects in the manipulated group, as expected, expressed more opinion change.

In a supporting study, Kiesler and Mathog (1968) suggest that attitude change should be greater when the source is credible during distraction. The extent to which distraction increases attitude change should depend upon the degree of attributed credibility.

These viewpoints on distraction and persuasion prompted harsh criticism. McGuire (1966) criticized Festinger and Maccoby's work for ignoring learning theory. McGuire believed that distraction would interfere with message processing by...
inhibiting essential comprehension levels. Since the receiver would process or learn less, there would be a low probability of accepting the message. Indeed, the soundness of the distraction hypothesis has been criticized (Buller, 1986). Shamo and Meador (1969) found that while distraction did reduce the recall of certain elements in the message, the distraction still produced attitude change towards the message. Thus, the impact of message recall upon attitude change has not been determined in precise terms.

Aside from questionable results about recall, message comprehension and its effect on attitude change is equally disturbing. Research suggests that a significant reduction of message comprehension has to occur before it affects attitude change (Insko, Turnbull & Yandell, 1974). The controversy prompted researchers in the 1970s and 1980s to try to replicate findings in the Festinger and Maccoby study. Zimbardo, Synder, Thomas, Gold, and Gurwitz (1970) supported learning theory. The researchers disproved conceptual and experimental notions of the distraction hypothesis.

Arguments for distraction, while unoriginal, continued throughout the 1970s and 1980s. For instance, Osterhouse and Brock (1970) found that under the high-distraction condition there was a tendency toward higher communication acceptance scores. On the other hand, under the no-distraction condition, communication acceptance scores tended to be lower since
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counterargument was still at a high rate. Recall was found to be irrelevant to attitude change. However, they did not reconcile their results with previous findings.

Baron, Baron, and Miller (1973) provided a unique perspective in the distraction literature. These researchers noted one part of the Festinger and Maccoby study that was ignored by many opponents:

Since Festinger and Maccoby (1964, p.360) recognized that distraction could only enhance persuasion if it did not interfere with comprehension of the persuasive message, these disconfirmations may not be particularly troublesome (p.311).

This statement may appear ironic since distraction itself should interfere with counterarguments. To this extent, one must ask how counterarguments can be interfered with and have no effect upon message comprehension.

Current Dilemma Faced in Distraction Research

Many attempts were unsuccessful in replicating the distraction hypothesis (Breitrose, 1966; Gardner, 1966; Vohs & Garrett, 1968). Several experimenters employed uninteresting messages that produced low-involved subjects. For example, Breitrose (1966) used topics including New Zealand politics and eyeglasses. Other studies (Miller & Baron, 1973; Miller & Levy, 1967) have been successful in replicating the distraction hypothesis.
In later studies (Brandt, 1979; Keating & Brock, 1974; Lammers & Becker, 1980; Regan & Cheng, 1973; Stacks & Burgoon, 1981), researchers supported the distraction hypothesis, but did not account for earlier contradictory findings. The ELM would suggest that involvement is a key factor in determining the subject's message processing, central or peripheral. Central processing would include focusing on the content while peripheral processing would include focusing on non-content elements (e.g., proxemic violations, credibility, and physical attraction). The high-involved subject should centrally process the message while the low-involved subject should peripherally process the message (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). In addition, peripheral processing should be equally successful as central processing when the subject is less involved. However, peripheral processing is much weaker than central processing when the subject is highly involved.

Counter-Attitudinal Advocacy and Tuition Increase

A tuition increase topic has been used in studies since the late 1950s. Generally, no pretest is used to measure the subject's attitude since there has been almost unanimous student opposition to a tuition increase (Brock, 1967; Brock & Becker, 1965, 1966; Brock & Blackwood, 1962; Osterhouse & Brock, 1970; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).

The tuition topic is typically selected because subjects should have a good opportunity to be involved. The students
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should have "vested interest" in a tuition increase topic (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). In most cases, students are given three minutes to write down their thoughts about the message.

PROXEMIC VIOLATIONS AS DISTRACTORS

Now that the pertinent literature has been reviewed, distraction should be operationalized as proxemic violations.

Definitional Framework of Proxemics

While there are several definitions of proxemics, many scholars refer to Hall's definition, "the study of man's transactions as he perceives and uses intimate, personal, social, and public space in various settings while following out-of-awareness dictates of cultural paradigms" (1974, p. 2). A more recent definition of proxemics is the study of how people use the space around them during face-to-face interactions (Ciolek, 1983). A comprehensive definition of proxemics would be the study of the ways in which territory, distance, and space communicate meanings during interaction. Territory is the boundary or zone that a person establishes as a protection against intrusion. Distance is the measure of space inside or outside of that territory. Space is the area surrounding an individual (Strube & Werner, 1984).

Personal Space as the Operative Proxemic Variable

Although one can find several definitions of personal space, many differ only in their wording rather than in meaning. A basic definition of personal space is the area surrounding a
person's body claimed as exclusive space (Strube & Werner, 1984). Similarly, Hayduk (1978) defines personal space as an individual's area into which others cannot intrude without causing discomfort.

Altman (1975), on the other hand, defines personal space not as an area but as "a mechanism used to regulate interpersonal interaction and to achieve a desired level of privacy" (p. 54). Several researchers use the term "bubble" to help explain personal space. For example, Ciolek (1983) defines it as a bubble surrounding an individual in unfocused interaction. Hayduk (1983) argues that the bubble analogy is weak because when two bubbles are pressed together, they repel one another, unlike personal space where the other's body, not boundary, is repelled.

With all these definitions in mind, a concise and original definition of personal space is the perceived area of one's boundary that protects him or her from invasion. The term "personal" suggests that personal space serves an individual function, and this function is one of protection.

Proxemic Violations as Distraction

A person usually maintains an "optimum level" of distance between others during interaction. Nonverbal expectancy, including expected distance, serves as a precondition for the person, in that he or she expects that this variable will not be affected in the interaction (Burgoon & Jones, 1976; Burgoon, Newton, Walther & Baesler, 1989). One contention is that a
violation of expected distance will serve as a distraction to message processing.

Some scholars have shown when expected interaction is violated during persuasion, the subject will shift the focus to the violation (Langer, 1978; Langer & Imber, 1980). Research suggests that violations of expected distances or distraction will produce a shift from the speaker's message to the speaker's personality characteristics which may include credibility (Burgoon & Jones, 1976; Hayduk, 1978, 1983; Wu & Shaffer, 1987).

**Methodological Concerns in Proxemic and Persuasion Research**

There are two primary measurement techniques in proxemic research: real-life and projective. Real-life measures have more reliability than projective measures (Hayduk, 1983). While a questionnaire, a projective technique, is often used in proxemic studies, the subjects should not have to imagine a situation. Instead, the subjects could simply respond to questions about the interaction with the confederate. A self-report measure may share methodological weaknesses with a silhouette placement measure, however, self-reported data can be used to help better predict behavior and improve construct development (Norton, 1980). Researchers have found good reliability when using self report to study personal space (Webb, Worchel, & Brown, 1986).

One real-life measure that can be used in proxemic research is chair placement. For example, the chair placement measure is
used, subjects could be asked by the confederate to "have a seat and make yourself comfortable." The chair could face the wall in the room in which the subject entered. This could be done so the subject, as opposed to the confederate, will carefully place the chair in the optimal space. The subject should place the chair at a comfortable distance from the seated confederate. There have been consistent findings when using chair placement (Daniell & Lewis, 1972; Hayduk, 1978).

Since the subject will decide his or her expected distance, a reduction or expansion of space between the experimenter and the subject by 50% should be enough to create a violation of the subject's expected distance. For example, if the subject were to choose four feet, the experimenter would invade or withdraw approximately two feet into or away from the subject's decided space.

Assigning the space between the experimenter and the subject would not only deny studying expected distance, but would also incorporate a normative distance that has produced contradictory results (Hall, 1966; Rosenfeld, 1965; Sommer, 1969). The preferred method is to allow the subject to decide his or her own spatial preference. Such methods have been successfully used in previous studies (Altman, 1975; Burgoon & Hale, 1988; Ciolek, 1983; Hayduk, 1978).
APPLICATION OF THE ELM TO DISTRACTION

Applying the ELM to distraction research

One key application of the ELM to distraction research is the addition of an omitted variable from earlier research: argument strength. Petty and Cacioppo (1986) suggest that distraction should increase persuasion when the argument is weak and decrease persuasion when the argument is strong. In brief, if the argument is weak, the distraction would interfere with objectionable thoughts about the message, thus increasing the probability of attitude change. On the other hand, if the argument is strong, the distraction would interfere with favorable thoughts about the message, thus decreasing the probability of attitude change (O'Keefe, 1990).

The ELM first appeared in advertising and consumer research in the early 1980s. Brief sketches of ELM were outlined (Petty & Cacioppo, 1981) and later became a fully developed model (Cacioppo & Petty, 1984; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Several studies have reviewed the ELM (Cacioppo & Petty, 1989; Heesacker, 1985; O'Keefe, 1990; Reinard, 1988). In addition, the ELM has been used to explain smoking behavior in adolescents (Chassin, Presson, & Sherman, 1990).

The ELM has not enjoyed criticism-free status. One criticism of the ELM is the curvilinear relationship that may exist between variables (including distraction) and attitude change, especially concerning subject involvement (O'Keefe, 1990;
Stiff, 1986). The ELM suggests that there is a linear relationship between involvement and message elaboration, however. As a person is more involved in the message, he or she should be more likely to elaborate on the message or change his or her attitude toward the message. Stiff's critique is not based on significant findings, to a large extent, and therefore must be questioned as to attack of the ELM (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).

According to the ELM, there are two types of cues: central and peripheral. Central cues are issue-relevant cues such as content. On the other hand, peripheral cues are non issue-relevant cues such as physical attractiveness, delivery, or distance between the interactants (Cacioppo, Petty, & Stoltenberg, 1985; Cialdini, Petty, & Cacioppo, 1981; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).

Another criticism of the ELM is that the model requires the subject to make a choice between central or peripheral processing. Under the ELM, a person cannot use parallel processing of the message or process both central and peripheral cues simultaneously (Stiff & Boster, 1987). Stiff and Boster suggest that one can process both cues simultaneously. Petty, Cacioppo, Kasmer, and Haugtvedt (1987) suggest, however, that parallel processing is irrelevant to the ELM. Parallel processing can occur under any processing technique, central or peripheral. In addition, Petty and Cacioppo (1986) suggest that
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one may centrally and peripherally process the message simultaneously.

The critiques are dismissed due to insufficient sample sizes, lack of statistical significance, or analytical problems (Petty, Cacioppo, Kasmer, & Hugtvedt, 1987; Petty, Kasmer, Hugtvedt, & Cacioppo, 1987). Other results have been reported supporting the ELM (O'Keefe, 1990; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).

In this paper, the author argues that a proxemic violation will act as a distraction and become a peripheral cue. In addition, a peripheral cue is more likely to produce attitude change when the message is weak rather than strong. Thus, the peripheral cue would disrupt unfavorable thought production of the message.

Several studies (Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, & Rodriguez, 1986; McGinley, LeFevre, & McGinley, 1975; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) suggest that subjects whose expected distance is not violated should centrally process the message. The group that centrally processes the message should have more immediate and lasting attitude change than the group that peripherally processes the message. The distracted group should elaborate less and resist lasting attitude change (Fromme et al., 1989; Petty, Cacioppo, Sedikides, & Strathman, 1988).

These findings are important in the current persuasion literature. The ELM should help explain that the strength of the message will decide, in part, whether or not the subject will
centrally or peripherally process the message. Generally, if the message is weak, there should be little difference between low- and high-involved subjects and attitude change. When the message is strong, however, high-involved subjects should be less likely to change their attitude than their low-involved counterparts.

FUTURE RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

There are several areas that deserve attention in persuasion research. First, while there have been studies which have examined distraction, the author found no study that examined distraction from proxemic violations. Second, proxemic violations as distractors have not been examined in light of the ELM. The ELM should be helpful in explaining the contradictions in the distraction literature. Third, this perspective is more realistic because the subject would be presumably unaware of the meaning of the distance violation. In previous research (Festinger & Maccoby, 1964), the subject was acutely aware of the flashing lights acting as distractors, thus the distraction may have been more on a conscious level. Fourth, a flight condition should improve the spectrum of what constitutes an expected distance violation. The author found no study that used a flight condition. The ELM should help explain the effects of invasion and flight as distractors or peripheral cues to message processing.
SUMMARY

This paper should serve as a stepping stone to future persuasion research. The ELM promises to be a newer and crisper explanation of several aspects of distraction and persuasion. The benefits of the ELM are summarized by O'Keefe (1990):

Indeed, the ELM's capacity to account for conflicting findings from earlier research makes it an especially important theoretical framework, and unquestionably the most promising recent theoretical development in persuasion research (p. 109).
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